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**Delayed**

*Delayed class that manages dependencies and computes when necessary*

**Description**

Delayed class that manages dependencies and computes when necessary

**Examples**

```r
d <- delayed(3 + 4)
methods:::is(d, "Delayed")
d$compute()
```

**delayed**

*Generates Delayed Version of an Expression*

**Description**

A Delayed version of a function may be called to generate Delayed objects

**Usage**

```r
delayed(expr, sequential = FALSE, expect_error = FALSE, timeout = NULL)
delayed_fun(fun, sequential = FALSE, expect_error = FALSE)
```

**Arguments**

- `expr`: expression to delay
- `sequential`: if TRUE, never parallelize this task
- `expect_error`: if TRUE, pass error to downstream tasks instead of
- `timeout`: specify a time limit for computation halting computation
- `fun`: function to delay
Examples

```r
d <- delayed(3 + 4)
d$compute()
adder <- function(x, y) {
  x + y
}
delayed_adder <- delayed_fun(adder)
z <- delayed_adder(3, 4)
z$compute()
```

---

**eval_delayed**  
*Helper Function to Evaluate Delayed*

**Description**

Helper Function to Evaluate Delayed

**Usage**

```r
eval_delayed(to_eval, timeout = Inf)
```

**Arguments**

- `to_eval`  
a list as generated from Delayed$prepare_eval()
- `timeout`  
a timeout indicating when to terminate the job

---

**find_delayed_error**  
*Find error in delayed chain*

**Description**

Searches through a network of delayed objects for the first object with state "error"

**Usage**

```r
find_delayed_error(delayed_object)
```

**Arguments**

- `delayed_object`  
the object in which an error occured

**Examples**

```r
delayed_error <- delayed_fun(stop)
error_message <- "this is an error"
broken_delayed <- delayed_error(error_message)
broken_delayed$expect_error <- TRUE
result <- broken_delayed$compute()
```
**FutureJob**

*Future Delayed Jobs*

**Description**

A Job that leverages the future framework to evaluate asynchronously.

**Examples**

```
library(future)
plan(multicore, workers = 1)
d <- delayed(3 + 4)
sched <- Scheduler$new(d, FutureJob, nworkers = 1)
```

---

**Plot Method for Delayed Objects**

**Description**

Plot Method for Delayed Objects

**Usage**

```
## S3 method for class 'Delayed'
plot(x, color = TRUE, height = "500px", width = "100%", ...)
```

**Arguments**

- **x**: An object of class `Delayed` for which a task dependency graph will be generated.
- **color**: If `TRUE`, color-code nodes according to status, and display legend
- **height**: passed to `visNetwork`
- **width**: passed to `visNetwork`
- **...**: Additional arguments (passed to `visNetwork`).

**Examples**

```
adder <- function(x, y) {
  x + y
}
delayed_adder <- delayed_fun(adder)
z <- delayed_adder(3, 4)
z2 <- delayed_adder(z, 4)
z2$sequential <- TRUE
z3 <- delayed_adder(z2, z)
plot(z3)
```
plot_delayed_shiny

Animated Representation a Task Dependency Structure

Description

uses shiny

Usage

plot_delayed_shiny(scheduler)

Arguments

scheduler the scheduler to animate

Examples

## Not run:
adder <- function(x, y) {
  x + y
}
delayed_adder <- delayed_fun(adder)
z <- delayed_adder(3, 4)
z2 <- delayed_adder(z, 4)
z2$sequential <- TRUE
z3 <- delayed_adder(z2, z)
plot_delayed_shiny(z3)

## End(Not run)

Scheduler

Scheduler class that orders compute tasks and dispatches tasks to workers

Description

Scheduler class that orders compute tasks and dispatches tasks to workers

Examples

d <- delayed(3 + 4)
sched <- Scheduler$new(d, SequentialJob)
sched$compute()
SequentialJob

Sequential Delayed Jobs

Description

A Job that will evaluate immediately (i.e., in a sequential fashion), blocking the current process until it completes.

Examples

d <- delayed(3 + 4)
sched <- Scheduler$new(d, SequentialJob)
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